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1. Introduction 
An impending capacity crunch has been widely discussed recently, arising from the inability of a single optical fiber 
strand to continue to support the exponentially growing traffic demands [1]. Many solutions have been proposed 
including novel optical amplifiers, installation of new fibers to allow spatial multiplexing and the re-emergence of 
optical regeneration [2]. Of these only optical regeneration offers a significant increase in the overall capacity of a 
fully populated link without significant increases in cost or power consumption. Conventional (Silica based) highly 
nonlinear fiber (HNLF) with high SBS threshold  has proven effective in enabling many of the essential features of a 
future all optical regenerator, including 

• Operation with phase encoded signals, to ensure compliance with coherently detected signal formats [3,4] 
• Multi-wavelength operation, to ensure cost competitiveness with optical amplifiers [5] 
• Simultaneous amplitude and phase regeneration, to give the prospects of regeneration of QAM signals [6] 
• Quantum limited performance, to maximize performance benefits [7] 

Despite the excellent fiber performance [eg 8] these reports typically employ at least one high power (Watt class) 
optical amplifier, reducing the prospects for compact and low energy consumption devices. Several alternative 
material systems exist for the production of nonlinear devices based on four wave mixing processes including 
periodically poled lithium niobate [9], photonic crystal [10] and/or bismuth fiber [11, 12], calcogenide planar 
waveguides [13], polymer clad silicon waveguides [14] and amorphous silicon [15], unfortunately when practical 
configurations are considered such devices either require higher pump powers than for the equivalent function in 
HNLF, or have power handling limitations such as two photon absorption or the Staebler-Wronski effect. In contrast 
to the materials above operating on variations of the Kerr effect, nonlinearity in SOA’s is mediated by carrier 
excitation enabling signal processing with significantly lower optical power levels [16]. SOAs have been previously 
demonstrated in many FWM based devices including wavelength conversion [17], clock recovery [18],optical 
sampling [19] and optical regeneration [20], but very little work has been performed on phase sensitive applications 
[21, 22]. In this paper, we report on the first ever multi-channel regeneration in a semiconductor optical amplifier 
[22]. This is achieved in a fully “black box”, fiber in – fiber out configuration, operating with phase modulated data. 
The system summarized here employs semiconductor devices for all active functions, opening the possibility of a 
fully integrated optical subsystem. Optical power requirements are modest (< 4mW total launched power at each 
SOA) eliminating the need for additional optical amplification and the overall power consumption will dominated 
by the SOA power supply which will be greatly reduced by future cooler less optical amplifiers [23]. The 
presentation will summarize this work, and consider opportunities for optical regeneration in coherent systems. 

2.  Experimental Setup 

A typical experimental implementation is shown in Fig.1. In this case two independent DPSK transmitters are 
passed through a phase modulator driven by a 3.3 GHz sinusoidal wave to introduce the phase distortion on both 
channels for and a moderate output power (14dBm) Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplified the at the input 
to the regenerator. A free running continuous wave laser was combined with the signal and injected into a 1mm 
polarization insensitive bulk SOA (24dB gain, 12 dBm output power) device where FWM was used to achieve 
simultaneous carrier extraction (see fig. 1b) of the two incoming DPSK signals [24] with a total launch power of less 
than 4 mW and a short optical path which minimized thermally induced phase variations. The generated carriers 
were regenerated using optically injection locked discrete mode lasers (less than -35dBm input power). A 
wavelength selective switch (WSS) combined the two incoming DPSK signals with appropriate power levels and the 
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three local pumps and directed them into the second SOA. The spectrum is shown in Fig 1(c) at the output of the 
first WSS. The second SOA, used for phase sensitive was also 1mm long but and had a total input power of less than 
5.6 dBm. Through degenerate four-wave mixing, the two DPSK signals interacted with the free running laser and 
their corresponding regenerated pump wave in the second SOA creating degenerate idlers that beat with them. 
However, due to competing parametric and non-parametric gain of the saturated device the contrast ratio (as a 
function of pump phase) of the signals is greatly reduced. This is not the case for the non-degenerate FWM 
components which presented a significant phase sensitive gain, providing an efficient phase squeezing. Fig. 1(d) 
shows the optical spectrums at the output of the second SOA when the PSA was simultaneously locked at the 
maximum (black) or minimum (red) phase sensitive gain for both channels. Independent gain contrasts of ~20 dB 
were achieved for both channels. Fig. 1(e) shows the output when the channels were locked at different phase states.  

 
Fig. 1 (a) Experimental setup of the two channel PSA. (b) Spectrum after the carrier extraction stage  (output of SOA 1). (c) Spectrum at the 
output of the WSS. (d) Spectrum at the output of SOA-2 when both channels are locked to the maximum or minimum phase sensitive gain state 
of the PSA. (e) Spectrum at the output of the SOA 2 when the channels are locked at different phase sensitive gain states of the PSA. 

The performance of the regenerator has been investigated as a function of the relative power levels between the 
pumps and the signals entering the regenerative stage of the PSA, i.e. the SOA-2 device, controlled using the first 
WSS. The solid lines in Fig. 2a show the show receiver sensitivity penalty at the regenerator output for the two 
channels as a function of the ratio of power between the pumps to signals. Less than 1dB penalty is observed for a 
power ratio between 6 and 12 dB bounded signal to noise ratio and data induced carrier depletion mechanisms in the 
SOA. Dotted lines show the phase regeneration under the same conditions when the two input channels have been 
subjected to a periodic phase distortion (3dB penalty at the PSA input). Sensitivity improvements approaching 2 dB 
are observed over the same operating range. We also notice that the channel closest to the free running pump 
slightly outperforms the other. This may be attributed to the higher FWM efficiency for closely spaced signals.  
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Fig. 2 (a) Performance of  PSA as a function of the pump-to signal power ratio in terms of sensitivity penalty with  undistorted input (solid 
lines) and regeneration for a 3dB degradation at the regenerator input (dotted line). (b) Receiver sensitivity improvement as a function of the 
input penalty induced by periodic phase distortion. (c) Eye diagrams for ChA when both input signals have been degraded by 9dB. 
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Fig. 2b depicts the improvement in the received sensitivity of the two DPSK signals, measured at the output of the 
PSA, versus the penalty introduced at the input. More than 5 dB regeneration is offered by the scheme when the 
applied distortion results in an input penalty of 9dB. Although, such levels off improvement wouldn’t be expected 
when a random phase noise is considered, these results confirm the steepness in the nonlinear phase transfer 
function of the phase squeezing scheme. The differentially demodulated eye diagrams measured using a single 
ended photodiode shown in Fig. 2c (with 9dB input penalty) clearly show the corresponding phase restoration. 
3.  Conclusion 
In this paper, we have reported the characterization of the world’s first fiber in-fiber out dual wavelength direct 
phase regeneration using semiconductor optical amplifiers. The regenerative capabilities for phase distorted signals 
are within a dB of ideal performance (complete regeneration of all degradation with no output penalty) and we 
anticipate that the development and integration of future cooler less SOAs will enable the generation of compact, 
low power consumption multi-channel all optical regenerators.  
This work was supported in part by Science Foundation Ireland under grant number 06/IN/I969 and the authors 
would like to thank R.J.Manning and R.Webb for useful discussions and the loan of SOAs used in this experiment. 
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